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The ancient Greeks believed that there existed only three key components of beauty: 
symmetry, proportion, and harmony. This triad of principles is at the core of Viktor’s paintings. 
Attuned to beauty as an object of love, the Greeks emulated and reproduced it to the best 
of their ability in their education, architecture, and politics.  Viktor seeks to modernize these 
concepts through neoclassical design. 

Her studio production integrates the labor-intensive, ancient technique of hand gilding. 
Using digital technology & lithography to map out her underlying compositions, Viktor 
meticulously applies 7 layers of 24-karat gold to each of her canvases. Once complete, Viktor 
works with craftsmen to meticulously frame her work. Each painting has a unique triptych 
frame created that is handmade, hand gilded and/or painted, and imported from Rome.

presents

ARCADIA: INTO THE BLUE
L I N A  V I K T O R

Wallplay is proud to present Lina Viktor’s solo 
booth, ARCADIA: Into The Blue,  an immersive 
visual experience that invites us into her golden 
world paved with a commanding blue hue. 
Viktor debuted the ARCADIA series at her first 
solo exhibition earlier this year at Gallery 151 in 
Chelsea, and has since expanded on the body 
of work with four new paintings. Arcadia is an 
idyllic paradise of visual harmonies, expressed 
through the universal truth of the Euclid and 
Pythagoras’ golden ratio. When asked about 
the new work in this series, Viktor states: 

“This is my blue period. This particular blue 
represents pure energy, and when used in 
tandem with pure gold - a metal that has shared 
origins with our human consciousness since time 
immemorial - it symbolizes my need to seek out 
that which is rare, precious, scarce, and pure 
on a universal level. These works represent my 
need to find meaning in everything through the 
application of principles that are akin to the 
language of the gods: math, science, and nature 
made visual.” VENUS V APHRODITE, 2014 

approx 47.25 x 67.25 in. 
Pure 24 Karat Gold, Acrylic, Gouache, Print on Matte Canvas 

Hand gilded & painted Triptych Frame (Rome, Italy



In ARCADIA: Into the Blue, Viktor explores 
concepts of infinity and greatness. The 
symmetry of our solar system and the 
golden ratio found in nature inspires 
Viktor’s creative process. Continually 
searching for knowledge of the universe 
and its composition, Viktor questions our 
place in the cosmos and imagines possible 
theories through her work. 

One of the most striking elements of 
Viktor’s paintings is her use of 24-karat 
gold. Most of the Earth’s gold lies at its 
core, the metal’s high density having 
made it sink there in our planet’s youth. 
Virtually all gold discovered is considered 
to have been deposited by meteorites that 
contained the element. In essence Viktor is 
painting with metal from fallen stars.  

Through each of her paintings, Viktor is unlocking visual portals with noble notions of what 
life could be if we each underwent our own personal renaissance and believed in true 
abundant nature of the universe. Yves Klein has been an inspiration for Viktor, finding the 
blue he uses to seek out pure energy. He has described this shade of blue by saying “blue has 
no dimensions, it is beyond dimensions, whereas the other colors are not… blue suggests at 
most the sea and sky, and they, after all, are in actual visible nature what is more abstract.” 
The iconic blue creates a void, and Viktor reclaims that void and makes it all her own. In that 
void one can gain their full power. 

About Lina Viktor
Lina Viktor is a New York-based fine artist from London that studied film at Sarah Lawrence College 
and photography at The School of Visual Arts. In creating her own mythology as a painter combining 
modern and ancient techniques, Viktor in a short period of time has amassed a strong and dedicated 
following. Lina Viktor has exhibited her paintings alongside works by Andy Warhol, Takashi Murakami, 
Jean-Michel Basquiat, Tom Sachs, Ryan McGinley, & Peter Beard at a variety of exhibitions in New York 
and Miami Art Basel. Her first solo exhibition was at Gallery 151 in Chelsea in May 2014, with upcoming 
solo exhibitions in Abu Dhabi, Dubai, London, and Milan in 2015.

About Wallplay
Wallplay exists outside the traditional gallery model and provides virtual & physical space for creatives 
and brands to connect and build their audience directly.  Founded in 2013 by curator Laura O’Reilly, 
Wallplay has produced some of the most notable public art projects of 2014 on the Lower East Side of 
Manhattan with its art billboards & digital screens located at 118 Orchard Street. Wallplay’s satellite 
location, (blank), is an ever changing concept shop, located inside the storefront space of The Hole 
gallery at 312 Bowery. For more information visit: wallplay.com

For more information on available works & press inquiries contact Laura O’Reilly laura@wallplay.com

linaviktor.com @linaviktor | wallplay.com @wallplayground

GOLDEN RATIO BLUE, 2014 
39.25 x 39.25 in. Pure 24 Karat Gold, Acrylic, Gouache, Print on Matte Canvas 
Hand gilded & painted Triptych Frame (Rome, Italy)


